STAMP PUBLICATIONS
For the Judaica collector, U.K. publications do not cover the hobby. Stamp and Coin Mart, and Gibbons Stamp Monthly have nothing, unless someone specifically writes an article about Judaica! – But I have never seen a Judaica article in either of these.

Stamp Magazine, is not much better either. The last Judaica article was the one that I wrote, when I was featured in it in April 2001. Following a request, by myself, Judaica is now listed in the Thematic Section of the magazine. But its listings are very, very, poor. They literally just list an odd issue, and have no system whatsoever. And don’t include other issues, - and when they cannot find any issues to include, they put in a couple of Israel issues. Many times I see issues listed elsewhere in their listings, yet they should be included in the Judaica section.

However, there is a Stamp Publication, that I recommend. It is Linn’s Stamp Weekly, from Ohio, United States Of America. It is in an A4 newspaper format. As a stamp publication in general it is excellent. It is easy reading, and there are always interesting articles in the 60 page plus publication, for all ages, and for all levels of a stamp collector, whether you are a basic, medium, or advanced collector. As it is weekly, the news is always very much up to date. From a Judaica collectors point of view, there is often something, somewhere in the publication connected with Judaica. There are many, many advertisers, with hundreds of advertisers in the classified sections which covers many pages. Many of the dealers also have Judaica related items for sale too. This is the best Philatelic publication that I have come across, and it is well ahead of any of the Stamp Publications in this country. Being a U.K. subscriber my issues can take a couple of weeks to arrive. But better late than never.
If anyone would like to receive a recent copy – just send £1.40 to me in postage stamps, to cover postage/packing and I will send you a recent copy.

AMENDMENT TO MEMBERS LISTING:-

007:- Raymond Hart.
   His e-mail address should be:– hart249@aol.com

NEW MEMBER:-

008:- Keith Newbitt. 17, Medlar Close, Witham, Essex. CM8 2SU
   Tel No:- 01376 – 516409
   Email :- judithamy2@aol.com
   Interests :- Biblical stamps and material. Israel covers with biblical quotes. Israel tabs with biblical quotes. Israel covers for opening post-offices or military occupation.
   (Also collects Essex duplex cancels, postcards of Witham, Bradford, and Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire.)

JUDAICA AND HOLOCAUST LISTS FROM DEUTSCHE POST:-

Member 003, Esme Lori, has kindly informed me that Deutsche Post, has produced CD’s which catalogue all the stamps issued by Germany – The CD’s allow a search for Judaica.
By entering the words ‘Holocaust’ or ‘Judenturn’ – this produces the best results.
There are 3 CD’s in the collection.

If anyone else knows of other available Judaica lists available – then please let me know, and I will pass on any relevant information.

ANY ARTICLES??

If you have any articles or information – or even any adverts – Please send them in, and I will include them in a forthcoming newsletter.
Thanks!.
Gary.